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Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEvNS) is calculated to be the dominant neutrino
scattering channel for neutrinos of energy Eν < 100 MeV. We report a limit for this process from data
collected in an engineering run of the 29 kg CENNS-10 liquid argon detector located 27.5 m from the pion
decay-at-rest neutrino source at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) with
4.2 × 1022 protons on target. The dataset provided constraints on beam-related backgrounds critical for
future measurements and yielded < 7.4 candidate CEvNS events which implies a cross section for the
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process, averaged over the SNS pion decay-at-rest flux, of < 3.4 × 10−39 cm2, a limit within twice the
Standard Model prediction. This is the first limit on CEvNS from an argon nucleus and confirms the earlier
CsI[Na] nonstandard neutrino interaction constraints from the collaboration. This run demonstrated the
feasibility of the ongoing experimental effort to detect CEvNS with liquid argon.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.115020
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEvNS),
predicted in 1974 as a consequence of the neutral weak
current [1,2], is calculated to be the dominant neutrino
interaction for neutrinos of energy Eν < 100 MeV. The
cross section has a characteristic dependence on the square
of the number of neutrons (N2) reflecting the coherent sum
of the weak charge carried by the neutrons and is sensitive
to nuclear physics effects [3–8] through the nuclear form

























where T is the recoil energy, M is the mass of the nucleus,
and QW ¼ N − Zð1 − 4sin2θWÞ is the weak charge with
weak mixing angle θW . CEvNS is also sensitive to physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM) [9–14]. In particular, the
ability of a CEvNS measurement to constrain so-called
“nonstandard interactions” (NSI) is critical as their presence
can confound the mass ordering determination by long-
baseline neutrino experiments such as DUNE [15–17].
CEvNS has eluded detection until recently because of
the challenging technical requirements:Oð10 keVÞ nuclear
recoil energy thresholds, intense sources/large target
masses, and low backgrounds. The COHERENT collabo-
ration has recently overcome these challenges with state-
of-the-art detector technology combined with the intense,
pulsed, stopped-pion neutrino source available at the
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), using a CsI[Na] crystal to achieve the
first measurement of CEvNS [18].
The next step for this program is a demonstration of the
N2 cross section dependence via observation of the process
in other nuclei. To that end, the 29 kg liquid argon detector
CENNS-10 was commissioned as part of the COHERENT
experiment. We report here results from CENNS-10 as
configured for an initial engineering run to establish the
scintillation response, light yield, and energy calibration
of the detector, as well as characterize the expected back-
grounds. The results reported here provided the first
experimental limit on the CEvNS cross section with argon
nuclei, and they informed a detector upgrade for a longer-
term CEvNS search with improved light yield and back-
ground reduction.
II. EXPERIMENT
The ORNL SNS produces neutrons via a 1.4 MW,
roughly 1 GeV proton beam pulsed at 60 Hz on a
liquid-Hg target (with a typical proton beam trace having
a FWHM ¼ 360 ns). This beam also produces copious
charged pions leading to a large neutrino flux via πþ decay-
at-rest (DAR). Although the total integrated beam power
may be known to within 1%, the total neutrino flux is
only known to 10% because of systematic uncertainties in
the pion production rate at the SNS, predicted to be 0.09 πþ
for each proton-on-target (POT) at the beam energy for this
run period [18]. These πþ produce a prompt (τ ¼ 26 ns)
29.8 MeV νμ along with a μþ which then decays, yielding a
delayed (τ ¼ 2.2 μs) 3-body spectrum of ν̄μ, νe, and eþ
with an endpoint of 53 MeV. The π− production rate is
roughly half the πþ rate. Nearly 99% of the π− produced
stop and are captured in the half meter thick high-Z target
yielding a very pure πþ DAR neutrino flux. The pulsed
nature of the SNS beam allows for a large reduction in
beam-unrelated backgrounds for neutrino experiments.
After a campaign of background measurements in the
SNS experimental hall, a low-background area in a base-
ment corridor was identified as a suitable area in which to
measure CEvNS. This corridor (“neutrino alley”), is
shielded by ≳20 m of concrete and gravel from the SNS
target assembly and by 8 meter water equivalent over-
burden. This provides a space with a low total background
rate and, in particular, a sufficiently low beam-related-
neutron rate for a measurement of CEvNS.
In late 2016 the CENNS-10 detector, a single-phase
liquid-argon (LAr) scintillation detector (Fig. 1) [19], was
installed in neutrino alley 27.5 m from the SNS target.
CENNS-10 was initially built at Fermilab for a prototype
experiment [20] to run near the Fermilab Booster neutrino
source. It contains a total LAr mass of 79.5 kg.
For this engineering run, a 29 kg active detector mass was
defined by a surrounding acrylic cylindrical shell coated
with 0.2 mg cm−2 TPB (tetraphenyl-butadiene) to wave-
length-shift the 128 nm argon scintillation light to a
distribution with λpeak ≈ 400 nm [21–24]. This visible light
was viewed with two 8” diameter Hamamatsu R5912-
02MOD photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) read out with a
CAEN V1720 250 MHz digitizer. The LAr, cooled and
liquified with a 90 W Cryomech PT-90 cold head, was
contained in a stainless-steel detector vesselwithin a vacuum
cryostat. As seen in Fig. 1, the cryostat was suspended in a
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cylindrical water tankwhichwas further containedwithin an
external copper layer sitting on a layer of lead. The water
layer reduces the beam-related neutron backgrounds, the
lead is designed to reduce the flux from environmental γ
backgrounds, and the copper is added to shield from x-rays
produced from 210Pb β decays in the lead.
This engineering run coincided with 3 months of SNS
neutron production corresponding to a total integrated
beam power of 1.8 GWh (4.2 × 1022 POT) at an average
energy of 973 MeV. A CEvNS search was performed with
1.5 GWh of beam following the completion of the full-
shielding (water and copper) installation. Data were read
from the digitizer in 33 μs windows centered around the
60 Hz beam spills. In addition to these “beam” triggers,
identical windows (“strobe” triggers) were read asynchro-
nously with the beam spills to precisely characterize beam-
unrelated events.
LAr is a natural choice as a medium to detect CEvNS.
It provides a light nucleus in contrast to CsI to test the N2
dependence of the CEvNS cross section. Argon has been
widely used for both dark matter WIMP searches [25,26]
and for neutrino detection [27] and has therefore been well
characterized above 20 keV in the literature. It has a high
light yield, 40 photons=keVee [28] (electron equivalent
energy deposition), providing a sufficiently low threshold
for CEvNS detection, and the quenched response to nuclear
recoils has been well-characterized [29–32] allowing for
well-understood CEvNS predictions. LAr scintillates on
two significantly different timescales (τsinglet≈6ns;τtriplet ≈
1600ns) [33] providing powerful pulse-shape discrimination
(PSD) capabilities to separate nuclear from electronic recoils
(NR and ER respectively) [34–36]. Both the light output and
PSD capabilities depend on the LAr purity.
As seen in Fig. 2, the CEvNS process in LAr with the
SNS neutrino source produces nuclear recoils up to
∼100 keVnr (nuclear recoil). Owing to the low-energy
recoil signal and low event rates, the expected backgrounds
need to be well characterized. In neutrino alley, CENNS-10
is sensitive to both beam-related and beam-unrelated back-
grounds. These beam-unrelated backgrounds typically
cause electronic recoils and are dominated by a high flux
of 511 keV gamma rays from a pipe running through
neutrino alley carrying radioactive gas from the SNS target
system. The PSD capabilities of LAr are used to reject
most of these events; the rate of those remaining in the
sample is measured via the strobe windows. In a strict
sense, these 511 keV gamma rays are beam-related and
their rates change with the time history of accelerator
operations. However, because the rate of change is small
compared to the beam pulse rate, they are characterized as
beam unrelated. External beam-unrelated backgrounds
have largely been mitigated in a subsequent run of
CENNS-10 with the installation of additional Pb shielding,
making 39Ar the dominant beam-unrelated background.
The 39Ar isotope is cosmogenically produced and is
inherent in atmospheric sources of Ar. COHERENT is
considering the use of underground argon depleted in
39Ar [37–39] for future LAr measurements.
A more challenging background for a CEvNS analysis is
caused by beam-related neutrons produced in the SNS
target. Beam-related neutrons arrive in-time with the SNS
beam pulse and elastically scatter off argon nuclei, gen-
erating nuclear recoils and mimicking the CEvNS signal.
To characterize the beam-related neutron flux in energy
FIG. 1. CENNS-10 liquid argon detector and shielding as
configured for this engineering run.
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FIG. 2. Nuclear recoil kinetic energy distribution from CEvNS
for the SNS pion decay-at-rest neutrino spectrum for currently
deployed and planned COHERENT detectors at their respective
detector locations in Neutrino Alley. The change in slope at
roughly 50 keV in the argon curve is due to the endpoint of the
recoils caused by the prompt νμ flux.
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and time, it was measured by the SciBath detector [20,40]
at the CENNS-10 location in late 2015. This measurement
indicated that the beam-related neutron flux in timewith the
beam pulse is substantial compared to the prompt CEvNS
signal, whereas the delayed beam-related neutron flux is
negligible, providing a suitable time window to search for
CEvNS [41].
III. ANALYSIS
The analysis of this dataset proceeded as follows: First a
suite of radioactive gamma and neutron sources were used
to calibrate the detector energy and PSD response and the
detector simulation was tuned to match these data. Then
beam-unrelated backgrounds were measured with strobe
triggers, the beam-related background from beam-related
neutrons was predicted with simulation based on the
previous SciBath measurement, and the CEvNS signal
was predicted from the SM cross section. Energy, PSD, and
time cuts were then optimized with those estimates to
maximize beam-related signal significance. With those
cuts, a reduced neutron-shielding dataset was used to adjust
the beam-related neutron prediction for the full shielded
configuration. Finally, cuts were optimized and fixed for
both a “counting experiment” and a likelihood fit before
analyzing the full shielded beam-on dataset. While the light
output was not sufficient for a sensitive CEvNS search in
this initial engineering run, event excesses in a higher
energy window are reported to characterize the beam-
related neutrons. In addition, the first limit on the CEvNS
cross section in argon is placed and implications for NSI
investigated.
Each individual digitized PMT waveform was analyzed
for every trigger in the data stream and saturated waveforms
were removed from the dataset. A baseline was determined
from the average analog-to-digital converter (ADC) value
in the first 1 μs of each remaining waveform. This baseline
is then used to identify PMT pulses on each channel above
a 20 ADC count (∼2 photoelectron) threshold. Events are
identified when there are coincident PMT signals above
this threshold to avoid triggering on single photoelectron-
level pulses from PMT dark rate. A requirement that the
maximum ADC value occur within the first 90 ns of the
event minimizes the effects from event pileup. A local
baseline is calculated immediately before each pulse and a
least-squares parabola fit is performed to the pulse peak for
an accurate singlet pulse-height measurement. The results
from the parabola fit are used to fit a single photoelecton
template shape to the singlet peak and the residual between
the single photoelectron template and the data is taken.
Finally, the integral of the residual waveform is taken as a
measure of the amount of triplet light in the event. A pulse
shape parameter (Fprompt defined as the ratio of singlet to
total light) can then be calculated to separate ER back-
ground events from the NR CEvNS signal.
Weekly calibration datasets with a 137Cs source were
used to measure the detector light output as well as track
any changes during the course of this run. The detected
photon yield was 0.6 PE=keVee as determined from the
observed 662 keV photopeak from the summed singlet and
triplet light in the 137Cs spectrum (Fig. 3). With the use of
the 137Cs datasets, the triplet lifetime in CENNS-10 was
measured to beOð1.2 μsÞ, consistent with an impurity level
on the order ofOð1 ppmÞ [42], adequate for a scintillation-
only detector. It should be noted that the light yield was
increased by a factor of 8 in a subsequent upgrade of this
detector.
Monthly datasets collected with a 252Cf fission source
were used to characterize the response of CENNS-10 to NR
events. The separation of NR and ER events in the 252Cf
dataset is shown in Fig. 4, where the band at low Fprompt is
identified as due to ER events and that at high Fprompt is
identified as NR events due to the fission neutrons. The
observed Fprompt is consistent with the expected singlet:
triplet ratios of ER and NR events [33].
These calibration datasets enabled the tuning of the
CENNS-10 Geant4-based [43] Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lation optical properties for both ER and NR events. These
detector simulations were used to evaluate the efficiency
for low-energy NR events to be detected and to form
predictions of the expected beam-related neutron and
CEvNS event rates in CENNS-10. An energy-independent
fit over the energy range of interest to the global LAr data
on nuclear recoil scintillation quenching [29–32] provided
a quenching factor (0.289 0.035) for NR vs ER response
in CENNS-10. With these waveform analysis and calibra-
tion procedures, each detector event can be identified as
an ER or NR candidate and be assigned a corresponding
energy with units of keVee or keVnr.
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FIG. 3. Reconstructed energy spectrum with a 137Cs calibration
source. The 662 keV photopeak is used to characterize the
detected photon yield of 0.6 PE=keVee for this initial engineering
run. The singlet pulse fitting allows for the singlet light to be
summed separately.
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Initial beam-related neutron predictions using a simu-
lation based on the 2015 SciBath measurement were
compared to a dedicated 2-week minimal neutron-shielding
dataset. From this comparison, the predicted beam-related
neutron rate was found to be 20% lower than the observed
rate. This factor was used to adjust the expected neutron
rates for the primary CEvNS dataset. However, the beam-
related neutron normalization was allowed to float in the
final analysis. CEvNS predictions were based on the
convolution of the pion DAR neutrino flux and SNS
pion-production rate [18] with the SM-predicted CEvNS
cross section. Beam-unrelated backgrounds were measured
in situ with strobe triggers.
Both a cuts-based (“counting experiment”) analysis and
a likelihood fit in energy, time, and Fprompt space were
performed on the full-shielded CEvNS dataset. In the cuts-
based analysis, to form a CEvNS sample, a figure-of-merit
F ≡ Nsig=σsig was optimized to set a 0–30 keVee recon-
structed energy range, a delayed 1.4 < tTrig < 4.4 μs time
window (where tTrig is measured relative to a timing signal
provided by the SNS close to the onset of POT), and an
energy-dependent PSD selection seen in Fig. 4. For this
analysis, it was assumed that the beam-related neutrons
observed in neutrino alley are produced by fast neutrons
from the target scattering in the shielding near the detector
and that the neutrinos should arrive roughly 30 ns before
the fast neutron peak determined from the beam-related
neutron measurements. The results reported here are not
sensitive to this assumption. A beam-related-neutron-
enhanced samplewas also selected with an expanded energy
range (0–700 keVee) in both the prompt (0.4 < tTrig <
1.4 μs) and the delayed (1.4 < tTrig < 4.4 μs) timewindows.
For the likelihood fit, cuts were loosened, increasing the
sensitivity to a CEvNS signal, to 0–300 keVee, 0.4–4.4 μs
relative to the SNS timing signal, and from Fprompt values
ranging from 0.55–0.95. The lack of CEvNS events with
reconstructed energy Ereco > 50 keVee and the lack of
beam-related neutron events in the delayed window
(tTrig > 1.4 μs) serves to separate the beam-related neutron
and CEvNS signals. The efficiencies as a function of
nuclear recoil energy for these cuts are seen in Fig. 5.
Systematic errors were assigned to the beam-related
(CEvNS and beam-related neutron) predictions for the
quenching factor and pulse-finding threshold. These uncer-
tainties were dominated by the uncertainty of the NR PSD
band in the CEvNS energy region due to the high threshold
of the 252Cf calibration datasets. An additional source of
uncertainty was included on the overall beam-related
neutron normalization due to the extrapolation of the
beam-related neutron rate from the minimal-shielded data-
set. For the cuts-based analysis, correlated systematic errors
were calculated, and a goodness-of-fit (χ2) quantity was
determined for the beam excess compared to the MC
prediction. For the cross section limits from the likelihood
fits, alternative probability density functions incorporating
1σ excursions for each systematic were fit to the data,
and the differences from the central value result were added
in quadrature as a measure of the systematic uncertainty.
IV. RESULTS
The resulting sample from the beam-related-neutron-
enhanced cuts-based analysis (0–700 keVee) over the full
time range is shown in Fig. 6. Note the clear evidence
of beam-related neutrons with time structure consistent
with the POT trace from the SNS beam. Note also that there
Recoil Energy (keVnr)
















FIG. 5. Estimated efficiency for acceptance of nuclear recoil
events in CENNS-10 as function of nuclear recoil energy.
“Detected events” are those that pass the 2 PE coincidence
required for event building. The likelihood and counting
experiment cuts reflect the change in efficiency due to analysis
cuts discussed in the text. The overlaid dashed curve is the
expected recoil spectrum in argon from CEvNS with arbitrary
normalization.
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the Fprompt parameter as a function of
detected light in 252Cf calibration data with decays to both
neutrons and gammas. The overlaid red curve is a PSD cut
optimized for the cuts-based counting experiment analysis dis-
cussed in the text.
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is no evidence of this signal in the delayed (tTrig > 1.4 μs)
region. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the
beam-related neutrons that reach the CENNS-10 detector
inside of the shielding are the result of fast neutrons in
neutrino alley that lose sufficient energy to create low-
energy nuclear recoils in LAr. This was verified by MC
simulations.
The reconstructed energy distribution from this sample
in the prompt time region (0.4 < tTrig < 1.4 μs) is shown in
Fig. 7. The beam-related excess of 126 15ðstat:Þ events
in this sample is consistent with the beam-related neutron
prediction of 112 30ðsyst:Þ events. The uncertainty on
the beam-related neutron prediction is dominated by the
uncertainty in the overall fast neutron flux (20%), the
uncertainty of the NR PSD band mean near threshold
(19%), the pulse-finding threshold (5%), and the
quenching factor (4%). The predicted CEvNS signal in
this sample is < 1 detected event. A comparison of the data
with the predicted beam-related neutron energy spectrum
gives a χ2=Nbins, including correlated uncertainties, of
99=70 (2.0=3 in the CEvNS energy ROI). The origin of
the excess at E ≈ 440 keVee is unknown at this time but is
believed to be a statistical fluctuation. The excess has a
global p-value under the null hypothesis of 1.7% and is
above the energy region of interest for the likelihood fit.
The energy distribution of events in the delayed sample is
shown in Fig. 8. In the CEvNS energy region 0–30 keVee, an
excess of 1 4ðstat:Þ events is observed, with a predicted
CEvNS sample of < 1 event with an uncertainty dominated
by the pulse-finding threshold (35%), the NR PSD band
mean behavior near threshold (30%), the quenching factor
s)μTime to Trigger (





















FIG. 6. Time distribution of beam-on and strobe samples in the
beam-related-neutron-enhanced energy window. The blue curve
is the expectation from the timing shape of the SNS POT signal
scaled to the beam-on-target excess.
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FIG. 7. Energy distribution of the cuts-based analysis beam-
residual event sample in the prompt time window along with the
beam-related neutron prediction. The error bars are statistical and
the error band on the prediction is systematic. Plot inlay shows
unsubtracted spectra from the prompt beam-on triggers (black)
and the expected beam-unrelated background as measured with
strobe triggers (gray). The shaded region corresponds to the
CEvNS energy region of interest.
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FIG. 8. Energy distribution of the cuts-based analysis beam-
residual event sample in the delayed time window. Plot inlay
shows unsubtracted beam-on spectrum (black) along with the
expected beam-unrelated backgrounds as measured with strobe
triggers (gray). The shaded region corresponds to the CEvNS
energy region of interest.
TABLE I. Results of a maximum likelihood fit to the data
(details in text). The quoted beam-unrelated background counts
include the statistical uncertainty in its determination from the
strobe trigger sample.
Sample size 4663
Beam-unrelated background 4700 34
Fit beam-related neutrons 126 18ðstatÞ: 28ðsystÞ
1σ (68% CL) CEvNS events <7.4
1σ cross section <3.4 × 10−39 cm2
1σ cross section sensitivity <7.1 × 10−39 cm2
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(15%), and the uncertainty in the neutrino flux (10%).
The first two errors are relatively large because the CEvNS
events are so near the threshold in this dataset. In addition,
there are 9 18ðstat:Þ events in the extended energy range
out to 700 keVee, consistent with earlier measurements
[18,44] indicating that there is no delayed beam-related
neutron flux in neutrino alley.
The likelihood fit was performed by passing a total of
4663 events surviving the likelihood cuts to a 3D likelihood
function in energy, time, and Fprompt space including beam-
unrelated and beam-related neutron backgrounds along
with a CEvNS signal. A profile likelihood curve was
calculated as a function of the number of CEvNS events
and a frequentist confidence limit (CL) method [45–47],
along with a simple treatment of the large systematic errors,
was used to place on upper limit on the number of CEvNS
events of < 7.4 events. This result can be used to place a
68% CL on the stopped-pion flux-averaged cross section
of <3.4 × 10−39 cm2, within twice the SM prediction of
1.8 × 10−39 cm2 [48]. These results are summarized in
Table I, and the projections in time, Fprompt, and recon-
structed energy are shown in Fig. 9.
Using the same frequentist method a 90% CL on the
cross section of < 8.3 × 10−39 cm2 was extracted and used
to set limits on the NSI couplings ϵuVee ; ϵdVee [9]. Under the
assumption of heavy mediators, these couplings result in
an overall scaling factor to the CEvNS cross section [18].
Figure 10 indicates the allowed parameter values consistent
with this 90% CL cross section.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this first result from the CENNS-10 liquid argon
detector as part of the COHERENT experiment, a dataset
taken as part of an engineering run corresponding to
4.2 × 1022 protons on the SNS target collected from
February 24, 2017, to May 28, 2017, has been analyzed.
The energy threshold in this configuration is not adequate
for high sensitivity to CEvNS. However, beam-related
neutrons were characterized, further refining constraints
on this important background, which will inform future
measurements. In addition, no beam-related neutrons
were observed in the delayed time window, outside of
the beam pulse, consistent with previous measurements.
The observation of no significant beam excess allows for a
first limit on the CEvNS cross section on argon within
twice the SM prediction and for a corresponding limit
on NSI.
The CENNS-10 detector was upgraded in summer 2017
to improve light collection and lower the energy threshold
to 20 keVnr, and additional shielding was installed to
minimize the dominant beam-unrelated background in
Neutrino Alley. CENNS-10 has collected >6 GWh of
data in this configuration with the sensitivity to make a first
s)μTime to POT (
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FIG. 9. Projections of likelihood best-fit solutions together with the data in (a) time, (b) Fprompt, and (c) reconstructed energy.
The CEvNS curve shown is from the 68% confidence limit found. Inlaid plots show the spectra in log-scale to make the small
contributions from the predicted CEvNS distribution more visible.
FIG. 10. 90% CL on NSI parameters ϵuVee and ϵdVee from this
CENNS-10 engineering run. The earlier CsI[Na] result [18] is
confirmed and much of the pre-COHERENT phase space
allowed by CHARM [49] is ruled out.
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observation of CEvNS on argon. COHERENT is also
working toward CEvNS measurements with a 2 t NaI
detector array, also sensitive to charged current interactions,
as well as with 16 kg p-type point-contact Ge detectors to
maximize the neutrino physics capabilities at the SNS [48].
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